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Abstract: Experimental comparison of burst traffic amplification by polarization independent 
fiber optic parametric amplifier, discrete Raman fiber amplifier and an erbium doped fiber 
amplifier. Parametric amplification improves required received power by more than 3dBs.  
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1. Introduction  

Current physical reach in 10G-PON passive optical networks is limited to 20 kms due to chromatic dispersion and 
power budget allowance in direct detection systems [1].Reach extension in PON is required to extend number of 
users and also to consolidate physical metro-access network layers hence to reduce multiple active nodes [2].Future 
access networks will evolve current state-of-the-art PON to enhanced dispersion tolerable transceiver solutions using 
coherent and advanced digital signal processing. But to increase power budget allowance in-line amplification is 
required parallelly enhancing point to multipoint capacity at branching nodes. However, amplifiers should 
accommodate compatibility with burst transmission of upstream PON signal due to time division multiplexing. As 
readily available erbium doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) may have problems with the inevitable bursty nature of the 
traffic due to metastable lifetime of erbium ions (~1ms) [3]. Hence other two potential candidates are parametric 
amplifiers and Raman amplifiers. Recent development in discrete Raman fiber amplifiers (DRFAs) for optical 
communication networks have recognized its potential as an in-line amplifier [4]. With almost instantaneous 
response time (~76fs) stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) effect for Raman amplifiers is very fast [5]. Saturation in 
DRFAs due to net gain requirement comes from high pump powers [6]. However, for burst traffic transmission with 
counter propagating pumps DRFAs transient response time becomes of the same order of magnitude of the 
propagation delay along the gain fiber.[6]. (e.g. 5μsec for each gain fiber km). Moreover, the gain transient is further 
enhanced by the saturated nature of practical DRFAs [6] 
Fiber Optical Parametric Amplifier (FOPA) shows almost instantaneous response time (0.1fs) scale as related to 
Kerr effect response time, presents FOPA as a potential candidate for access networks as in-line amplifier [7]. 
Recent work in [8] overcome their inherent polarization dependent gain nature using a loop architecture to deliver a 
polarization independent FOPA. Compatibility of FOPA to work in arbitrary wavelengths also make them 
interesting for O-band amplification [9]. They are already of potential research interest due exceptional features like 
high gain with large and flat bandwidth [10]. In this paper we experimentally demonstrate amplification of different 
duration 10Gbps burst signal with PI- FOPA compare with a commercial grade EDFA and for the first time with a 
DRFA, this way extending our PI-FOPA versus EDFA results.in [11] Our results show a significant difference in 
performance of the FOPA from the other two amplifiers. Specifically, we see a 3dB better performance for the 
FOPA in power budget than DRFA for short 10μsec burst duration and an even larger difference for the EDFA. 
These results indicate a new area of application for reach extended access network as an in-line amplifier.  
 

2. Experimental Setup  
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Fig.1: Schematic of experimental setup of burst mode amplifier 

 
Figure 1 shows experimental setup used in this demonstration also explained detail in [11]. We have 10Gbps non-
return-zero (NRZ) modulated signal generated using an MZM and tunable laser source at 1535 nm. Modulated 
signal amplified by booster EDFA and the burst is created by using Acousto Optic Modulator (AOM) with fixed 



10kHz square pulse generated from waveform generator to emulate the bursty nature of real traffic to provide 
constant burst periods. Burst with different durations are then transmitted over 50km SMF, propagated signal is 
amplified via amplifiers under test (AUTs). Variable optical attenuator (VOA) is used to mimic as 1:16 optical 
splitter (split count limited by DRFA 13dB saturated gain). Receiver consist of band pass filter (BPF) of 0.3nm 
bandwidth, a direct detection receiver and real-time oscilloscope to analyze signals. Experimental setup of discrete 
Raman fiber amplifier (DRFA) used for bursts amplification is as follows. High power Raman pump at 1452 nm is 
pumped in backward direction of 6.5 km of dispersion shifted fiber (DSF). Pump power of 2W is used to amplify 
signal propagating in forward direction. DRFA operates in saturation at 13dB net output gain to amplify -2dBm 
input signal power. Zero dispersion wavelength of DSF was at 1542 nm. High power isolators were used to protect 
any back reflections in the pump source. WDM coupler was used to remove pump after amplification. Output 
amplified signal was then transmitted to receiver via VOA. PI-FOPA used operates in a. loss-gain configuration [8], 
it works as follows. Input signal from transmitter and after 50km SMF, is splitted by polarization beam splitter 
(PBS) in two separate polarization states. Each polarization state of signal is amplified by 200 and 250 mtrs of 
highly non-linear fiber (HNLF) by separate gain arms, different pumps are inserted into each arm by WDM couplers 
in feed-in feed-out arrangement. Pump power in each arm was 35.4 dBm and 34.4 dBm to balance pump power and 
gain. Net gain of 13dB was achieved in polarization insensitive state via recombining X and Y polarization states of 
amplified signal at the output of the setup. Also working principle is also explained in detail in [8,11]. 

3.  Results and Discussion  

In this section we will analyze bit error ratio (BER) performance evaluation for non-burst to burst traffic 
amplification by different AUTs. First as a baseline comparison non-burst amplification was performed for 10Gbit/s 
signal with 13dB gain. From Fig. 2(a) it is observed that around 1dB received power penalty was noticed between 
B2B and different amplifiers in non-burst mode. It can be understood from the baseline figure that in non-burst 
mode relative performance for different amplifiers demonstrate similar effect with BER measurements. Also, to note 
low gain amplification (13dB) in EDFA creates higher noise figure which degrades its performance. From previous 
work in [11], we can comment that with amplifier gain of 20 dBs in non-burst mode EDFA performance surpassed 
that of the FOPA for the range of signal power tested. 

 

 
 

Fig 2(a): BER vs Rx. Power Curve for non-burst mode signal Fig 2(b): BER vs Rx. Power plot for 30μsec Burst Mode Signal 

Figure.2(b) shows BER performance for 30μsec burst duration signal amplification. Overshoots at the leading edge 
of EDFA amplified bursts are noticed as shown in the right figure inset, whereas no such effect was observed in 
FOPA amplified burst shown in bottom left inset. Similarly, no significant performance degradation in comparison 
with FOPA was noticed in DRFA amplified 30μsec burst signal. Appearance of noise floor is visible in EDFA due 
to leading edge of burst faces high gain fluctuations and long relaxation time to reach steady state observed due to 
high gain fluctuations which corrupts multiple number of bits at leading edge of the burst. Fast response time in 
FOPA protects bits from degradation due no apparent gain fluctuation. In Fig 3(a). BER performance of 10μsec 
burst duration amplification is experimentally investigated by all different AUTs. Severe degradation in BER was 



observed for both DRFA and EDFA amplified bursts. High overshoots in EDFA creates non recoverable bursts, 
while DRFA amplified burst shows large received power penalty between FOPA and DRFA, which is observed 
around ~3dB. Although it is observed that for 10μsec burst no noticeable BER degradation was found in FOPA. It 
can be commented that due to high incurring transient fluctuations is visible for both DRFA and EDFA amplifiers 
incur degradation in burst amplification. 

 
 

Fig.3: BER vs Rx. Power curve of 10μsec Burst Signal Fig .4: Sensitivity Penalty vs Burst Duration 
  

Figure 4 above shows required power penalty for BER=10-3, taking as reference the B2B required power, as a 
function of burst duration. FOPA performance shows negligible dependency on the burst duration as expected given 
its response time. Therefore, in the following we refer to the additional penalty introduced by the EDFA and DRFA. 
The EDFA starts introducing a significant penalty for bursts shorter than 40µs, with a penalty larger than 3dB for 
bursts shorter than 20µs. The DRFA performs better than the EDFA allowing amplification of shorts as low as 20µs 
without significant penalty. However, DRFAs introduce a penalty larger than 4dB for bursts shorter than 5µs, 
related to the propagation delay due to Raman gain medium. 
 
4.  Conclusion  
We experimentally demonstrate and report amplification of dynamic duration 10Gbps burst signal amplification 
with PI-FOPA, DFRA and EDFA with 13 dB gain. FOPA provides around 3dB less penalty in received power 
performance in comparison with DFRA for short duration of bursts (10μsec). EDFA amplified burst shows large 
gain fluctuations which demonstrate degraded burst in comparison with FOPA below 40μsec duration. This work 
shows that FOPA performance show no noticeable penalty due transient effects for multiple duration of burst 
amplification. Upstream burst signals in long reach PON may requires instantaneous gain compensation due to 
optical distribution network losses. In lieu with that FOPA can provide potential reach extension with large split 
ratio in long reach PON applications. 
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